OUTSTATE POINTS

CALL FOR GASOLINE

Hardships Suffered From Lack of Fuel.

MOLALLA IS IN TROUBLE

Chastizing Schedule Held in Farmers' Fat Meeting at Molalla.

Recent rain has made the poor condition of the roads more serious.

The recent rain has made the poor condition of the roads more serious.

Supreme Court Rules on Taggart Case

They are Not "Strong Enough to Describe These"

Hart Schaffner & Marx Suit

Values at $50

In advertising these we've been tempted to use such words as "greatest!" "biggest!" "wonderful!" But they sound flat—they are not as strong as the values.

In telling you of this splendid money-saving event the best way we can say is, "See these re-priced suits for yourself—use your own words"—we'll abide by your decision.

A saving of $10 to $15 for you.

Sam'l Rosenblatt & Co.
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Fifth and Alder
Gasco Building

When Your Feet Hurt
You Hurt All Over

You no more can feel bones grow than you can walk on the air. Nevertheless almost nine persons in every ten are foolishly told about "Growing Pains."

There are no such things as "Growing Pains." Pain is a call for help, a red flag, a warning that something is amiss.

Pains in the calf, knee, hip or spine often originate with the fitting of a shoe as to style or size or the direct result of some form of foot troubles, or both.

If you have pains in your calf, knee, hip or spine, come in and let our foot specialists examine your shoes and FEET. After finding that the pain is caused by your SHOES or FEET, he will show you a way for relief with WIZARD FOOT APPLIANCES—and

"NATUR-TRED"
A Corrective Shoe that we stock in several lasts, high and low.

SOLE AGENCY
KNIGHT SHOE CO.
Morrison, Near Broadway